PHRED SEZ.....
J. Fred Ettline, WBCCI #27910

Water Heater propane fix
In an email Phil Pons, WBCCI # 1057, writes that he was having trouble with his Attwood hot water heater in his 2006 trailer.
It would light with a faint gas glow, but would not stay lit. He called their customer service and was assured that it would be
fixed under warranty, but they gave him one last trick to attempt a simpler fix. He was told to dip a (round end) toothpick into
isopropyl alcohol and then clean the aperture of the gas jet. Much to his satisfaction, it worked like a charm and the water
heater now functions properly.
So the customer service tip is to keep a small bottle of isopropyl alcohol and some tooth picks handy to clear the gas jet
of any propane “sediment build up” (customer service term) that reduces gas flow. They indicated this is not uncommon in
little used heaters, even though Phil’s was used the month before.
The author has always believed that propane was exceptionally clean burning, so “sediment build-up” does not seem an
appropriate cause after a month of nonuse. More likely Phil had a spider web in the gas jet, put there by a very small spider
that is attracted by the lingering smell of propane. But whatever the cause, the helpful hint cured the problem Please note
that Airstreams with an additional electric heating element may not use their gas water heater enough to avoid these
complications. In that case, five minutes of propane use each week would help assure reliable functioning.

Trailer Wash
In an email Bob Bennett, WBCCI # 2649, says he read a product evaluation about Eagle One Bucket-Free Car Wash.
He tried it out and found it to be great. “You just wet down what you want to wash - squirt a bit of the stuff on the trailer and
scrub (easy job) with a cloth or brush - watch it make a LOT of suds and see the crud flow off. Rinse it down with water and
you are done. Makes rig washing almost fun and it smells good too.”

Trailer Color
Bob also said he found a perfect match for the pre 1993 dark gray color on the tongue and lower trim of his 1988 Excella
trailer. It is DupliColor, made for a Honda automobile, color is Graphite Grey Metallic, paint number is E8800928. Both this
paint and the car wash are available at Advance Auto stores.

The new book, Phred Sez - the First Ten Years, is now available on computer CD (written in Microsoft Works and also
Microsoft Word). Order by mail for yourself or for loved ones by sending a check for $15 each (includes shipping)
Help me with topics for the PHRED SEZ column. Send your creative experiences and ideas by US mail, E-Mail,
Fax, or phone: Fred Ettline
Email ettlinef@netzero.net
39 South Hampton Drive
Phone and Fax(843)766-9308
Charleston, SC 29407
The ideas expressed in this column are those of the author or fellow Airstreamer
and should not be construed as those of a licensed technician.
Implementation of any idea is entirely at your own risk. Consult a technician if you do not feel personally qualified.
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